Training Electromagnetic compatibility - design techniques
This training starts on: 08-04-2019

Location:

Eindhoven

Price:

2.325,00 euro excl. VAT

Duration:

4,5 consecutive days

Contact:

training@hightechinstitute.nl, +31 85 401 3600

Partner

Course leader
Ir. Hans Vink

Teachers
Overview
Introductory course on electromagnetic emission and susceptibility in products and systems: problems, analysis
methods, measures. The issues addressed evolved and now cover a larger frequency range from DC upto the 6 GHz
level discussing new problems and matching solutions. The participants can use their own products as test vehicles
during the workshop.

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) has been defined as 'the ability of a device, equipment or system to function
satisfactorily in its electromagnetic environment without introducing intolerable disturbances to anything in that
environment'. Not meeting the EMC requirements of the legislator or a specific customer can be very costly. This is
illustrated by the case of extra air shipment costs that had to be made to meet a deadline despite unexpected EMC
problems amounted up to US$ 60 per (consumer) product. A very good example of a well-designed product that
includes EMC measures from the initial design phases is the large screen flat-panel TV. By doing the right things from
the start, i.e. focusing on functionality and on the prevention of EMC problems, the costs of such measures per
product turned out to be about 100 Euro lower than in a similar product on the market.

After the course, the participant will have a thorough knowledge of the basic problems, analysis methods and
necessary measurements that must be done to minimize electromagnetic emission and susceptibility in products
and systems. The participants can use their own products as test vehicles during the workshop.

Intended for
Electronic designers and EMC quality engineers working in product development, research, production automation
and system engineering. Educational level should be technical college / university.

Programme
EMC often lies on the critical path of the product creation process. In this training course, guidelines and tools are
given to achieve a systematic and cost-effective integration of EMC technology into new electronic products. In this
way, we can prevent delayed market introduction because of EMC problems. The complete EMC training consists of
two parts: lectures and a workshop.

Part 1: EMC lectures (4 days)
In part 1 lectures, classroom exercises and many practical demonstrations are given on the following topics:
introduction, basic principles, EMC at component level, EMC at cable/connector level, EMC at printed circuit board
level, EMC at cabinet level, EMC at system level, EMC measuring and testing, EMC analysis methods. After the end of
part 1, the participants will have a good overview of EMC design techniques to prevent EMC problems in electronic
systems.

Part 2: EMC workshop (1 day)
In part 2 of the EMC training course, the participants will apply the knowledge they have gathered in part 1 to
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practical cases. They will work in small groups on the following cases: conducted and radiated emission, immunity to
radio frequency fields (GSM), self-pollution in electronic products, basic questions. The participants can bring their
own products (prototypes, modules, application boards, etc.) to the workshop as test vehicles. At the end of the
workshop, the participants will have learned many easy to use EMC workbench measuring methods. With these
tools, designers can get an early indication of the EMC performance of their products under development.

Methods
Lectures, exercises, workshop. Course material: course notes, book. Award: certificate.
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